[Obsessive-phobic disorder typology in schizophrenia].
The study aims at clinical characteristics of obsessive-phobic disorders (OPD) in schizophrenia with regard to their modification in main disease development and interaction with basic schizophrenia symptoms (positive and negative). Eighteen patients, mean age 28.2 years, were examined. An affinity degree of schizophrenia to OPD was found to be associated with endogenous progressive process. In slowly progressive schizophrenia, an affinity is selective, concerning to one of the obsessive phobic syndrome component (phobic component proper or avoidance behavior) and realizing in either positive, or negative manifestation of schizophrenia. Two obsessive-phobic syndrome types were determined: OPD of the 1st type--panic and generalized anxiety disorder (52 patients) are modified because of overlapping by chronic endogenous anxiety, obsessive-phobic symptoms being not represented in structure of negative changes (asthenia defect); in OPD of the 2nd type (agora and social phobias, 80 patients) an overlapping of psychopathological symptoms related to avoidance behavior and negative changes (psychopathic-like defect "verschroben" type) was found. Phobic syndrome component does not tend to psychopathological transformation and undergoes reverse changes. In typical cases of progressive schizophrenia has no affinity. But exclusion is--the OPD of the 3rd type (obsessive-compulsive disorders with a fear of external threat and massive defense rituals, 49 patients). In this case, total affinity to schizophrenia is realized in overlapping of both obsessive syndrome components with positive and negative manifestation of schizophrenia.